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This indispensable workbook teaches everything you need to know to become an esteemed
dragonologist.Attention, devoted dragonology students! How many classic riddles do you know
that could help you survive a dragon encounter? What dragon species attacks its victims with a
"frosty blast" instead of a jet of flame? Which historical questions should you ask a dragon in
order to estimate its age? Can you write your name using only dragon runes? Contained in this
beautifully designed, comprehensive course book are invisibility spells to memorize, charts to
complete, maps to shade in, matching exercises to do, journal entries to write, experiments to
conduct, even instructions for making a dragon attractor. Among the volume's charming novelty
elements are:--Dr. Drake's own school report card-- A pullout official ID card from the Secret &
Ancient Society ofDragonologists--Four sheets of stickers featuring dragons, gems, vintage ads
and posters -- and more!

From the PublisherHow many classic riddles do you know that could help you survive a dragon
encounter? What dragon species attacks its victims with a "frosty blast" instead of a jet of flame?
Which historical questions should you ask a dragon to determine its age? Can you write your
name using only dragon runes? Learn the answers as Dr. Drake guides you through twenty-one
lessons that promise to make you an undisputed expert in Dragonology!From the Author"This
series of Elementary Lessons has been created to provide a basic introduction to dragons. It has
also been designed so that it gives something in the nature of a test. If the student feels the
lessons are too difficult or does not enjoy them for any reason, then perhaps now is the time for
re-evaluation and for deciding whether Dragonology really ought to become one's life's
work!"From the Inside Flap(Found inside an envelope fastened to the inside front cover is a
facsimile of Dr. Ernest Drake's school report card from St. Leonard's Preparatory School in
Leonard's Lea, Sussex, when young Ernest Drake was age 10 years and 11 months in the year
1848. The Headmaster's comment has proven to be prescient: "Ernest has the ability to go far,
as long as he is riding on the back of one of his beloved dragons!!")About the AuthorDugald A.
Steer, Editor: "With what trepidation I sat down to give my editorial attentions to what was clearly
the masterwork of a very erudite man, should be obvious to all who read this book." So begins a
letter, written in 1894, from Dugald Steer to an Oxford friend. The letter goes on to explain how a
chance meeting with Dr. Ernest Drake at the BULL'S HEAD TAVERN in Dorking, Surrey, made
him more than a little curious. Skeptical at first, he took up Dr. Drake's offer to meet him at his
house and St. Leonard's Forest, and to attend one of the S.A.S.D. meetings in London. There, he
became further involved in Dr. Drake's work, joining him on an expedition to Scotland to try and
estimate the hunting range of the Dornoch Wyrm. As he writes, the trip was, "a cause of some
emotion, as many of my relative, particularly the Ross branch, come from so near."Douglas



Carrel, Chief Draughtsman: A native of Scotland, Douglas Carrel was clearly a dragonologist of
some standing, and often accompanied Dr. Drake on some of his more fruitful expeditions. In a
letter from Constantinople to the editor he says, "It is with considerable sense of honour, and no
small amount of pride, that I lend my hand to the compiling of this most worthy volume . . .
Ultimately, I feel that all of us--within this privileged circle in particular--are duty-bound to
preserve and perpetuate the love and lore of dragons."Helen Ward, Scientific Artist: Helen Ward
trained as an illustrator at Brighton School of Art, although it is not known exactly when she
came into contact with Dr. Drake. However a quote from her autobiography makes some things
clear: "As a child I dreamed of dragons. When age allowed, I traveled. Unfortunately, several
expeditions to Europe and one to that part of Russia known as Finland specifically to capture the
likeness of a live dragon have ended in failure. The creatures seemed deliberately elusive . . ..
With the help of descriptions, notes, and detailed drawings made by others I have managed to
illustrate these majestic creatures to the satisfaction of those more fortunate and better-informed
dragonologists."Wayne Anderson, Pictorial Artist: Interested in cryptozoology from an early age,
Wayne Anderson first came into contact with S.A.S.D. at one of their meetings in Wyvern Way in
London. It was after a couple of trips with Drake--to the Alps in 1878 and to Scotland in 1880--
that Wayne realized his early dragon drawings were, in fact, more life-like than he could have
realised. Like most of the other collaborators on DRAGONOLOGY, he has contributed to many
other books for children. He enjoyed a fruitful collaboration with Helen Ward that resulted in
books such as THE TIN FOREST and THE DRAGON MACHIINE.Nghiem Ta, Artistic Direction:
Dr. Drake met Nghiem Ta in the Fukien (now Fujian) Province of China where she was working in
her grandfather's bookshop. Their shared interest in dragons became evident when he showed
her a copy of the fabled DRAGON SUTRA of Hong Wei, which the monks of that monastery
made for him as a gift. He asked Miss Ta if such a revered object could be bound into a book
and was so impressed with her work that he later invited her to London to oversee the creation
of DRAGONOLOGY.Read more
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Crystal Pegasus, “Quite fun. With many extras like a library card and report card, plus pages of
stickers, this elegant book is a perfect gift. Well written and beautifully illustrated. I suggest
buying new, as mine had some writing in it.”

CRich808, “Awesome!. This book goes hand in hand with the Dragonology - The Complete
Book of Dragons. It is more of a workbook as there are exercises for you to complete. And at the
end, you earn a certificate of Dragonological Achievement signed by Dr. Drake himself. If you
are into Dragons, this is a must have to add to your collection.”

Debi F., “a very nice book. bought this for my granddaughter for her birthday and she absolutely
loved it. The illustrations are very nice and the book is quite informative. It's a very nice book
and I'm sure she'll treasure it for a long time.”

JaelynRae, “Very impressive, a must buy for dragon lovers!. I got this and several others in the
series for my dragon-loving daughter and the quality was impressive! A LOT of thought and
work was put into the creation and there are tons of little surprises tucked in throughout the
books.  I would absolutely recommend any of these books for anyone who loves dragons!”

Neem, “As the Dragon Flies....... Movies and books on magical things have been so prevalent for
young people, Lord of the Rings, Harry Potter, Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe, Dark Crystal,
etc. Kids love 'em. This field guide to Dragon types is pure fun for the young, and the young at
heart. Illustrations are great. The author has researched the myths and legends thoroughly. Not
only intriguing for the young, but a nice coffee table book for a favorite friend.”

Ellen Charles, “Awesome and nostalgic. My childhood favorite book. Well written, very cool,
makes you feel like you're holding a secret, exclusive tome for elite dragonologists. Has cute
sticker sheets in the back that I never knew about because I borrowed this from a library all the
time.”

Bruce Allen, “Young Daughter Loves It. My daughter checked this book out of the school library,
and was totally enamored with dragons and the items in the book. To our pleasant surprise, the
actual book includes stickers and pockets and "dragonology" tips, etc. that delight her even
more, and even a sticker to say who's book it is. Shipping was prompt and included personal
note from seller.  Thanks again!”

mommahen, “Good blend of words and graphics for a young reader .... Superb book. It is well
bound with heavy weight pages. Good blend of words and graphics for a young reader to not be
overwhelmed.  My grandson is thrilled with the dragon art and info.  Great purchase.”



Brynley, “A bible for dragonologists is the best way to describe this. A bible for dragonologists is
the best way to describe this. Absolutely amazing product. Full of homework assignments for the
young aspiring dragonologist. I take this book with me everywhere and do the assignments. I
urge you if you are a dragon fan, this is the book for you”

artemisprowl, “Its a nice book bit i didnt really want 2 copies. BE AWARE this book is exactly the
same as working with dragons. I was caught out and now have 2 copies of the book. Its a nice
book bit i didnt really want 2 copies.”

mr brian ashford, “Good condition.. Fun book, 8year old loves it.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. My grandson will love this for Christmas”

The book by Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 178 people have provided
feedback.
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